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HAUGHTON, BRUCE PATRICKOther

29 RED CLOVER LN PALM COAST, Florida 32164-None

--5209/21/1964 5 8White

Male

GODDARD, KATHERINE ANN (386)569-9506Other

29 RED CLOVER LN Palm Coast, Florida 32164None

Brown --5204/15/1965 5 4 140White

BrownFemale

Complainant

 Palm Coast, Florida 32164-Verbal Statement

Brown --White

Female
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     On June 30th 2017 at 7:18 PM I responded to 29 Red Clover Lane, Palm Coast, Florida 32137 in reference to a 
possible suicide. 

     Flagler County communications received a 911 phone call from  who reported that 
 Katherine Goddard and , Bruce Haughton were in their vehicle in the garage. It 

was further reported that   was unresponsive without a pulse and Bruce was hardly breathing.

     Upon arrival I observed a gold Ford Escort, bearing Florida tag#  parked in the garage of the above 
residence with the garage door standing completely open. The Ford had what appeared to be dryer vent piping 
that was attached to the Ford’s exhaust pipe at the rear of the vehicle that went into the trunk of the vehicle. It 
was also observed that the passenger side of the rear seat was folded down. Upon further investigation I 
observed a white male, identified as Bruce Haughton in the driver’s seat and a white female, identified as 
Katherine Goddard in the passenger seat. Both seats were reclined back and Bruce had a pulse and was 
breathing. I then checked the status of Katherine and she was unresponsive, had no vital signs and appeared to 
have had rigor mortis set in. The garage had a slight odor of exhaust fumes and the garage door that leads into 
the residence had some remaining duct tape around the edges as if it was sealed off from the garage side. Also, 
an apparent suicide note was located on the rear trunk area of the exterior of the vehicle.

     Due to Bruce having vital signs, I gained access to the Ford from the unlocked driver’s side door and was able 
to extract Bruce from the vehicle. Bruce was placed in the driveway, out of the fumes until rescue 92 arrived on 
scene and transported him to Florida Hospital Flagler. Lieutenant Keppler from the Palm Coast Fire Department 
pronounced Katherine  deceased at 7:30 PM. At this time Katherine was not disturbed other than the brief 
medical assessment done by rescue. Katherine did not appear to have any obvious signs of trauma to her body 
at this time. At this time I initiated and maintained a crime scene log.

     I then spoke with the reporting person,  who advised she left for work at the Sunshine 
Academy at 8:00 AM this morning.  was still in her work clothes and returned home from work just after 
6:00 PM and followed her normal home routine.  went to her room and shortly later became concerned 
for Katherine and Bruce who she thought was not home. After making negative contact with them on the phone, 

 subsequently detected the odor of some kind of fume that appeared to be coming from the garage. 
 then tried to open the garage door that that leads from the interior of the residence to the garage. The 

door appeared to be barricaded shut and after several attempts she finally got the door open.  then 
observed that the garage door was sealed with duct tape and towels from garage side.  then observed 
Katherine and Bruce inside of the Ford Escort that was currently not running. Bruce appeared to be breathing 
and Katherine was unresponsive. Raquel then opened the overhead garage door to air out the fumes and she 
immediately called 911 to report this incident.

     The residence was sealed with crime scene tape and was left vacated for further investigation. Detective 
Sergeant Miller and Detective J Glasgow were notified and arrived on scene to assist with the investigation.  K 
Vazquez with victim services responded and assisted with the family on scene. Axon body camera footage will 
be uploaded into Evidence.com. 

     Nothing further.

Narrative
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